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Abstract

input motion segments or blended versions of them. Such
exact repetition of motion cycles can lead to unrealistic animations. Hence, a variation model that can generate even
slight differences of the original motion cycles can improve
the naturalness of the generated animations substantially,
and provide new examples without the burden of motion
acquisition.

We address the problem of generating variations of captured 4D models automatically, and we particularly focus
on dynamic human shapes as observed from multi-view
videos. Variation is an essential component of motion realism, however recent mesh animation datasets and tools
lack such richness. Given a few 4D models representing
movements of the same type, our method builds a probabilistic low dimensional embedding of shape poses using
Gaussian Process Dynamical Models, and novel variants
of motions are obtained by sampling trajectories from this
manifold using Monte Carlo Markov Chain. We can synthesise an unlimited number of variations of any of the input movements, and also any blended version of them, without costly non-linear interpolation of input movement variations in mesh domain. The output variations are statistically similar to the input movements but yet slightly different
in poses and timings. As we show through our results, the
generated mesh sequences match the training examples in
realism, which facilitates 4D model dataset augmentation.

In this work, we address the task of generating an unlimited number of variations of a subject movement using a
limited number of training frames of captured performance.
Given a few examples of a particular type of motion as input, such as locomotion (walking, running, turning, etc.) or
jumping (jumping far, close, high, low, etc.), a manifold of
motion is learned and new variations are obtained by sampling from the later. The user can in particular generate variations of any of the input motions and also any blended version of them. While this problem has received some attention previously for sparse surface representations, namely
traditional Motion Capture [36, 19, 21], to our knowledge
this is the first work of its type that considers dense surface
representations relevant to our capture situation.
Our main contributions in this work are as follows: First,
we advocate the use of Gaussian Process Dynamical Models directly on mesh data for the first time to build a low
dimensional embedding of mesh based motion sequences.
This two-fold model learns a probabilistic mapping between
latent coordinates and mesh vertex coordinates, along with
a second probabilistic mapping between successive frame
latent coordinates. New motion examples are next generated by sampling from this manifold using a Hybrid Monte
Carlo Markov Chain. The resulting sequences are statistically similar to the initialization of the Markov Chain but
are not exact copies of it, as one could see in the latent space
(figure 5) and the observation space (figures 8 and 9). This
variation in the generated sequences stems from the following: variation in poses in the input data, the independent
body part modelling scheme that we elaborate in section 4,
the probabilistic mapping between the latent and the observation spaces, and finally the probabilistic mapping of dynamics in the latent space. Second, we propose an algorithm
that allows generation of variations of any blended version

1. Introduction
4D surface capture is an emerging tool for acquiring 3D
dynamic shape models of moving objects either with high
quality multi-view set-ups [10, 11, 32, 31, 33] or with affordable low-cost sensors [37, 26, 17]. Such data, which
combines shape and kinematic information of the object of
interest, can find many applications such as 3D content generation, augmenting machine learning training sets or statistical modelling. Surface tracking [1, 24, 6], appearance
modelling [34, 5], animation synthesis [9, 3, 28, 4] and
other tasks related to the acquisition and reuse of 4D data
have received increasing interest from the vision and graphics communities lately. Like many of these works, we focus
on human corpus as observed from multi-view videos.
As humans rarely perform similar actions in the exact
same manner every time, variation in motion is an essential component of animation realism. Unfortunately, current 4D data animation solutions [9, 3, 28] merely replay
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of the input sequences. This process avoids costly nonlinear mesh interpolation of many variations in the observation space, and sampling motion around latent trajectories
outside the training set, which leads to degenerate samples.
Instead, we learn the model with few pre-interpolated sequences and sample variations only around learned trajectories. For a given requested blending weight, the variations
of the closest latent trajectories are interpolated with the appropriate proportions to generate the requested blended sequence variations.
We evaluate our work perceptually in section 8 and in the
accompanying video using a dataset of surface capture, with
two different types of movements: locomotion and jumps.
We succeeded in generating variations of the input motions
and blended versions of them that are globally similar to
the inputs but yet slightly different in both poses and timings. We also provide in section 7 numerical validation of
the benefit of our motion parametrization scheme guided
with pre-blended examples, compared to a simple trajectory
interpolation in the latent space.

2. Related work
Variation versus noise With the term variation of motion, we refer to new examples that look globally like the
original sequences but differ slightly from them in body
poses and their timings of occurrence, thus mimicking human behaviour richness and inexactitude when reproducing
the same movement. Previous work on Motion Capture data
[2][27] attempts to generate variations merely with an additive noise component. However, biomechanical research
[14] asserts that variation is rather a functional component
of motion and not just noise. In addition, the work of [19]
on motion capture shows empirically that there are no guarantees that added noise, either arbitrary or with tuned distributions, matches well with the existing motion, which
renders these methods prone to unrealistic results and not
robust to automation. Following other works on Motion
Capture [36, 19, 21], we use a data-based approach where
variation comes from the data and not a separate additive
component.
Skeletal Motion Capture Many works use few examples
of human Motion Capture sequences to generate new variations. The work of [29, 30] models the correlations between the degrees of freedom in motion data with a distribution, and synthesize new motions by sampling from this
distribution. The authors in [19] use Dynamic Bayesian
Networks to model and simulate dynamics in similar but
slightly different example motions. [21] interpolates various
examples of skeleton joint group motions with Universal
Kriging. We follow the work of [36] and extend Gaussian
Process Dynamical Models [35] to Surface Motion Capture.
The GPDM augments the Gaussian Process Latent Variable

Figure 1: Overview. Left: Multi-view acquisition of motion
sequences of the same type (e.g. locomotion). Right: Variation synthesis for any of the input sequences or any blended
version of them. 5 variations are overlapped, each with a
different color.

Model [20, 13] with a latent dynamical model, in addition to
a probabilistic non-linear mapping from the latent space to
the data space. The dynamic model enables prediction and
adds regularization when modelling temporal data, and was
used successfully for standard Motion Capture data synthesis.
Mesh sequence parametrization Motion sequence
parametrization [7, 18] is a key component in building
parametric motion graphs [9, 15, 12] for interactive character control using skeletal and mesh data alike. For a given
set of sequences exhibiting variation of the same type of
movement, these sequences are temporally aligned and
blended with various weights. However, each blending
weight gives a unique output sequence. We extend this
framework in our work to allow both motion blending and
variation synthesis for blended motions in the latent motion
space.

3. Method Overview
Our approach considers as input 3D shape sequences of
the same subject as acquired from multi-view acquisition
systems (See figure 1), performing motions of the same
type, such as locomotion or jumping. Shapes are represented by globally consistent 3D meshes. In practice, motion sequences are temporally pre-aligned to a reference
sequence and shapes are represented as independent body
parts. We proceed as follows:
1. Motion variation: A Gaussian Process Dynamical
Model is used to build a probabilistic low dimensional
embedding from the input motions. We use a Hybrid Monte Carlo Markov Chain initialized with a latent motion trajectory to generate variants of this latter. Mesh motion sequences can then be obtained
from latent trajectories through the Gaussian Process

Figure 2: Coarse body partition.

of pose reconstruction. Variation in the generated outputs comes thus from: variation in poses in the input
data, body part independent modelling, probabilistic
mapping from latent to observation space, and probabilistic dynamic modelling.
2. Motion parametrization: for the sequences that the
user wishes to parametrize, we learn the model
with few non-linearly pre-interpolated intermediate sequences along with the original ones. We sample variations only around learned trajectories to avoid degenerate samples, and interpolate variations in the latent space of nearby latent trajectories, thus avoiding
many non-linear mesh interpolations of variations in
the mesh domain.

4. Shape motion representation
We represent shape in motion in the form of a 3D mesh
M with consistent topology and connectivity. Shape motion can be characterized by elements such as sequential
global rigid transformations and body part poses. While not
fully independent, modelling limb and global body movements independently produces better results in our experiments. Consequently, we choose to learn motion for body
elements using independent models.
Rigid alignment For every motion sequence of N
frames: {Mi }1≤i≤N , we use orthogonal Procrustese analysis to align all frames to a template mesh. The motion sequence can hence be decomposed into a set of
rigidly aligned meshes {M̄i }1≤i≤N and relative rigid displacements between successive frames {δTi , δRi }1≤i≤N ,
factored into elementary translations δTi and rotations δRi . These transformations are expressed with
a 6-dimensional linear parametrization (δTi , δRi ) 7→
T
(tx , ty , tz , h1 , h2 , h3 ) , based on exponential maps for the
rotation parameters hk .

adopt the coarse and overlapping body segmentation strategy proposed in [4]. As illustrated in figure 2, the user provides closed and non-intersecting curves that delimit each
overlapping region between contiguous body parts on M.
During motion learning and prediction, each body part is
augmented with the overlap regions shared with its neighbouring parts. The sampled output body part motions are
merged in the end with an automatic algorithm that ensures
seamless body part stitching as described in section 6. Considering body parts independently allows for learning their
deformations more accurately, enriches variation in the finally stitched body mesh, and also reduces the dimensionality of our model inputs. Increased complexity for large
input partial meshes can be compensated by adopting more
body parts with fewer vertices, or any means of dimension
reduction such as PCA.
Each body part Pik is finally represented with a vector
yi that stacks successively the three coordinates of every
vertex in the part. The torso vector is appended additionally
with the 6 global mesh displacement parameters.

5. Shape motion embedding
We learn a probabilistic low dimensional embedding of
motion for each body part independently using the Gaussian
Process Dynamical Model [36]. We build latent spaces of
body part motion using temporally pre-aligned motion sequences that are logically compatible, such as locomotion
movements with various speeds and directions, or jumping
movements with varying heights and lengths.
Non-linear dynamic model For a body part motion sequence {yi }1≤i≤N , the GPDM comprises a non-linear
probabilistic mapping f from the latent variables xi ∈ Rd
to the meshes yi ∈ RD , parametrized with coefficients A,
and another mapping g between latent coordinates of consecutive frames, parametrized with coefficients B:
(1)

xi = g(xi−1 , B) + nx,i

(2)

where nx,i and ny,i are zero-mean white Gaussian noises.
Marginalizing over A [22, 25] with isotropic Gaussian
priors on its parameters yields the likelihood:

P (Y|X, α) =
1
p

Body parts Each aligned mesh M̄i is next decomposed
into P body part sub-meshes {Pik }1≤k≤P . We use P = 5
parts in a tree structured hierarchy including a torso as the
root, and a pair of arms and legs as children nodes. We

yi = f (xi , A) + ny,i

(2π)N D |KY |D




1
T
exp − tr K−1
YY
Y
2

(3)

where Y = [y1 , . . . , yN ]T is the matrix of training
shape poses, X = [x1 , . . . , xN ]T is the matrix of the associated latent positions. This likelihood is expressed using

the kernel matrix KY whose coefficients (KY )1≤i,j≤N =
kY (xi , xj ) are defined using the Radial Basis Function
[22]:
 δ 0
 α
x,x
2
kY (x, x0 ) = α1 exp − kx − x0 k2 +
2
α3

(4)

Hyperparameter vector α comprises kernel parameters
αk and the variance of the additive noise ny,i .
Similarly, the density over latent trajectories can be obtained by marginalizing out B [35] with isotropic Gaussian
priors on its parameters:

P (X|β) =
(5)

where X0 = [x2 , . . . , xN ]T and x1 is given an isotropic
Gaussian prior. This joint probability is expressed using the
kernel matrix KX whose coefficients (KX )1≤i,j≤N −1 =
kX (xi , xj ) are defined using the linear and Radial Basis
kernel:


δx,x0
β2
0 2
kX (x, x ) = β1 exp − kx − x k + β3 xT x0 +
2
β4
(6)
Hyperparameter vector β comprises kernel parameters
βk and the variance of the additive noise nx,i .
The latent variables X and the hyperparameters α and β
are estimated by minimizing the negative log of the posterior:
0

P (X, β, α|Y) ∝ P (Y|X, α)P (X|β)P (α)P (β)

Figure 3: Latent trajectories of the right leg, learned with
sequences Walk (blue), Jog (black), Left (cyan) and Right
(magenta).
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Figure 4: Mean reconstruction error of the ”walk” GPDM
(built with sequences Walk, Jog, Left, Right) and the
”jumps” GPDM (built with sequences Jump long, Short,
High, Low), compared to PCA.

(7)

Priors that favour small output scale are adopted for the
hyperparameters: P (α) = Πk αk−1 , P (β) = Πk βk−1 . In
our experiments, hyperparameters αk and βk are initialized
with value 1, variances of noises ny,i and nx,i are initialized with value 0.1, and latent positions X are initialized
with Principal Component Analysis coordinates. The latent
space dimension is set to d = 3.
Multiple sequences The GPDM can naturally be extended to multiple motion sequences. After aligning them
temporally to one reference sequence using Dynamic Time
Warping [23], we concatenate the M training motion seT T
quences Y = [Y1T , . . . , YM
] . The associated latent position sequences {Xj } share the same latent space, X0 comprises all but the first latent position for each sequence, and
kernel matrix KX is computed from all but the last latent

position of each sequence. Figure 3 shows 4 latent trajectories of locomotion sequences of the right leg body part
from DAN [9] dataset. Figure 4 shows vertex reconstruction errors of the training mesh sequences from two GPDMs
built with walking and jumping movements from the same
dataset, compared to PCA.

6. Shape motion sampling
Following the work of [36] on skeletal Motion Capture
data, we synthesise variants of a motion sequence Yj in the
observation space by sampling variants of its subjacent trajectory Xj = [x1 , . . . , xN ] using a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo method in the latent space, initialized with a mean
prediction sequence. Mesh motion sequences are finally
obtained from latent motion samples through the Gaussian
Process of pose reconstruction.

pose (i.e frame), we adopt the strategy proposed in [4]
to stitch the body mesh back together automatically. We
rigidly align each child part to the root part with respect to
the overlap region, then we find the closed curve with the
least deformation cost between its two instantiations in the
root and child geometries, and use it as an optimal boundary for Poisson mesh merging [16] [39]. This process is
reiterated for all overlap regions to recover the fully merged
body mesh, which is positioned subsequently according the
current global rigid displacement prediction.
Figure 5: 20 latent variations of sequence Walk for the torso.
Mean prediction We start from the initial position x1 of
the latent trajectory and simulate the dynamical process one
frame at a time until we reach the original trajectory length
N using mean prediction, that is the density over a latent
prediction x̂i conditioned on the previous one x̂i−1 is Gaussian [22]:
2
x̂i ∼ N (µX (x̂i−1 ), σX
(x̂i−1 )I)

(8)

K−1
X kX (x)

(9)

µX (x) = X
2
σX
(x)

0T

T

= kX (x, x) − kX (x)

K−1
X kX (x)

(10)

where vector kX (x) contains kX (x, xi ) in its i-th entry,
and xi is the i-th training vector.
Latent sampling Next, we use the resulting mean prediction sequence X̂ = [x̂1 , . . . , x̂n ]T to initialize a Markov
Chain that draws multiple fair samples of entire trajectories X̃ ∼ P (X̂|x1 , X, Y, α, β) offline using Hybrid Monte
Carlo [22]. Figure 5 shows 20 variations, each with a different color, of the latent trajectory of the torso body part
from sequence Walk of DAN dataset. The latent space was
learned with Locomotion sequences walk, Jog, Left and
Right of this very dataset.
Pose reconstruction Finally for a latent position x̃ in a
sampled trajectory X̃, the corresponding shape ỹ is obtained by sampling from the predictive distribution of the
Gaussian Process of pose reconstruction [22]:
ỹ ∼ N (µY (x̃), σY2 (x̃)I)
µY (x) = Y
σY2

T

K−1
Y kY

(11)

(x)

(12)
T

(x) = kY (x, x) − kY (x)

K−1
Y kY

(x)

(13)

where vector kY (x) contains kY (x, xi ) in its i-th entry,
and xi is the i-th training vector.
After predicting all body parts {P̃}1≤k≤P and global
rigid displacement parameters (i.e. {ỹk }1≤k≤P ) for a given

7. Shape motion parametrization
Once we have learned the motion latent space, we can
synthesise infinite variations of any sequence used to build
this space using the method detailed in section 6. In this
section, we present a method that allows variation synthesis for any blended version of logically compatible pair of
input sequences, without the need for costly non-linear interpolation of many input sequence variations in the mesh
domain.
Given a pair Y1 and Y2 of input sequences exhibiting
variations of a common movement, such as a pair of walking and running sequences which both represent locomotion but with two different speeds, seminal work on mesh
animation [9] proposes to synthesise new intermediate sequences of the same movement, ranging from the first motion Y1 to the second motion Y2 , by blending the input
sequence pair with weights w varying between 0 and 1:
Yw = (1 − w)Y1 + wY2 . However, for a given parameter
value w, only one unique interpolated sequence Yw is obtained. Our goal is to perform a similar motion parametrization scheme, but in addition, we want to be able to generate
infinite variations for each blended motion with a given parameter w.
One solution is to generate variations {Ỹ1l } and {Ỹ2m }
of input sequence pair Y1 and Y2 , and each element
in the set of blended variations in the observation space
{(1 − w)Ỹ1l + wỸ2m }l,m could be considered as a variant
of Yw . However this requires performing mesh non linear
interpolation of a big number of sequence pairs for visually
plausible outputs, since linear interpolation results in mesh
distortions. The work of [8] elaborates on the time cost of
non-linear mesh interpolation, which can be achieved using
standard algorithms such as [38]. For interpolating meshes
from DAN [9] dataset for instance, these approaches cost 3
orders of magnitude more than linear interpolation, which
makes them in turn unfit for real time synthesis.
As an alternative solution, we could consider interpolation in the latent space. That is, we could attempt to generate variations of the blended trajectory Xw = (1 − w)X1 +
wX2 in the latent space. Conversely, we could generate
variations {X̃l1 } and {X̃m
2 } of the latent trajectories X1 and
X2 , and each element in the set of blended variations in the

Figure 6: In green: Interpolation of Walk (blue) and Jog
(blue) in latent space. In red: Latent trajectory of nonlinearly blended Walk and Jog in mesh domain.

(a) Obtaining latent sequence w = 0.25 by: (green) interpolating sequences Walk and Jog, (red) interpolating nearby sequences
Walk and w = 0.5.
28

1. Blended motions in the observation space are not necessarily represented by interpolated trajectories with
the same proportions in the latent space. For instance
in figure 6, we build a GPDM with 5 sequences: Walk,
Jog, Left, Right, and a blended version of sequences
Walk and Jog with w = 0.5. We notice that this sequence’s latent trajectory (in red) does not coincide
with the linear interpolation of Walk and Jog trajectories (in green) in the latent space, due to the over
representation of walking like poses (Walk, Left and
Right) in the training set in this example for instance.
2. In our experiments, sampling variations from a latent
trajectory that was not learned with the GPDM model,
such as an interpolated trajectory Xw , usually results
in degenerate sequences. Hence we limit sampling initialization to trajectories of real sequences that took
part of the training process.
In light of these observations, we propose the following
solution to overcome the limitations above. We perform
blending offline for few discriminative weighting values,
e.g. w ∈ W = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. In our experiments, one
intermediate value was enough (W = {0.5}) to obtain visually compelling results. The GPDM is learned with both
the original sequences Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Ym and the blended
sequences {Yw }w∈W . Variations are generated for latent
trajectories of all of these sequences offline. Then, for a
new requested blend value w∗ ∈ [0, 1] we can obtain variations of sequence Yw∗ online as follows: First, we find
the closest bounding values of w∗ in W : w∗ ∈ [w1 , w2 ]
where Xw=0 := X1 and Xw=1 := X2 . Second, we select
two variants of the corresponding latent trajectories X̃lw1

24
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MSE 10⁻³

could be considered as
a variant of Xw . However, these two strategies suffer from
the two following shortcomings:

interp with w=0.5
interp without w=0.5
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(b) Mean vertex distance between non-linearly interpolated mesh
sequence w = 0.25 (ground-truth) and: (green) reconstructing interpolation of latent sequences Walk and Jog, (red) reconstructing
interpolation of nearby latent sequences Walk and w = 0.5.

Figure 7: Interpolation in latent space with and without intermediate learned latent trajectories.

and X̃m
w2 randomly and blend them accordingly : X̃w∗ =
w∗ −w2 l
w∗ −w1 m
w1 −w2 X̃w1 + w2 −w1 X̃w2 . Finally, we generate an example shape sequence Ỹw∗ .
Figure 7 shows that guiding interpolation of latent trajectories with nearby learned intermediate trajectories results
in good approximations of non-linearly interpolated mesh
sequences. In this particular example, we learn a GPDM
with sequences Walk, Jog, Left, Right and a blended version of sequences Walk and Jog with w = 0.5. As shown
in figure 7a, we generate a sequence Xw=0.25 both from
interpolating latent trajectories X1 (Walk) and X2 (Jog)
that we plot in red, and interpolating nearby trajectories
X1 and Xw=0.5 that we plot in green. We realise that
the reconstruction of the interpolation that uses intermediate sequence Xw=0.5 is closer, in vertex distance, to the
non-linearly blended sequence Yw=0.25 in the observation
space, that we consider to be ground truth, as shown in figure 7b.

(a) Jumping long.

(b) (1 − w) Jumping short + w Jumping long, w = 0.5.

(c) Jumping short.

Figure 8: 5 overlapped Jumping variations, each with a different color.

(a) Jogging.

(b) (1 − w) Walking + w Jogging, w = 0.5.

(c) Walking.

Figure 9: 5 overlapped locomotion variations, each with a different color.

8. Results

tively.

We use DAN surface motion capture dataset [9] to evaluate our method. Meshes have 2667 vertices and 5330 faces
and motions are recorded at 25 fps. We build two GPDMs
using locomotion sequences and jumping sequences respec-

Figure 8 shows results from the GPDM of jumping
movements, which comprises sequences Short jump, Long
jump, Low jump, High jump. All sequences are temporally aligned to Short jump with dynamic time warping

guided with feet contact annotation. To demonstrate motion parametrization, we interpolate sequences Short jump
and Long jump non-linearly with w = 0.5 and add this interpolated mesh sequence to the training sequences. As a
result, we can generate variations of sequences Short jump,
Long jump, Low jump, High jump and blended versions of
sequences Short jump and Long jump with any weighting
proportions. We show in this figure variations of training
sequences and also blended sequences.
In figure 9, we show results from the GPDM of locomotion movements, which comprises sequences Walk, Jog,
Left turn, Right turn. All sequences are temporally aligned
to Walk with dynamic time warping guided with feet contact annotation. To demonstrate motion parametrization,
we interpolate sequences Walk and Jog non-linearly with
w = 0.5 and add this interpolated mesh sequence to the
training sequences. As a result, we can generate variations
of sequences Walk, Jog, Left turn, Right turn and blended
versions of sequences Walk and Jog with any weighting
proportions. We show in this figure variations of training
sequences and also blended sequences.
As we can see in figures 8 and 9 and the accompanying
video, the output variations are logically similar but slightly
different from each other in poses and timings. The differences between the variations are big enough to be noticed
by users, but still conserve the main characteristics of the
base movement. The realism of the generated sequences
matches that of the input ones, as poses and dynamics are
overall sound and coherent.

9. Conclusion
We presented in this work a solution for generating infinite variations of a subject movement using few training sequences of surface motion capture, based on Gaussian Process Dynamical Models. We also contributed an algorithm
that allows synthesis of variations for any blended version
of the input sequences without costly non-linear interpolation of many motion sequence variations in mesh domain.
While the differences between a movement variations are
easily noticeable, these generated motions are mostly visually plausible and match the realism level of the input sequences. As a next step, this work can be extended to model
and synthesis both shape and appearance variation.
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